SPECIAL ORDER NO. 507
Series of 2011

In the interest of the service and in line with strengthening the campaign against illegal recruitment, the following employees are hereby directed to act as resource person in the conduct of Pre-Employment Orientation Seminar (PEOS) in Taal National HighSchool and Anti-Ilegal Recruitment and Trafficking in Persons Seminar in Municipality of Bocaue, Bulacan on October 18, 2011.

Atty. CELSO J. HERNANDEZ
RUSTICO-MENDRATO R. BANAL III
ARVIN BENEDICT A. FLORES

Further, Mr. Peter Biscocho shall drive above-mentioned employees to and from the venue using the POEA vehicle, Toyota Tamaraw with plate no. GLG 108.

As such, above mentioned personnel are entitled to per diem, transportation expense and other allowable expenses subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

For compliance.

October 12, 2011, Mandaluyong City

CARLOS S. CAO, JR.
Administrator